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Abstract
All kinds of advantages, which increase an enterprise’s com-

petitiveness and profit levels, are welcome by most subjects in
business environments. Currently professionally oriented so-
cial networks present one of these potential sources, which of-
fer comparative advantages not only for individuals but also for
companies, industrial enterprises and organizations of various
kinds. It is because social networking can offer numerous ben-
efits that could help to increase employment expand business
activity or generate new business opportunities. The important
fact is that social networking services are free, so the costs of
their comprehensive use by individuals or businesses are mini-
mal compared with the benefits flowing from them. The future
destiny of the development of social networking services is open
ended. Today we already know that Internet and mobile tech-
nologies are available to the general public. Their positive im-
pact on business and employment activities for the business en-
vironment is definitely not negligible.
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1 Introduction
A social network is an interconnected structure made by indi-

viduals or organizations, which involves through forming social
groups by one or more specific types of relationships. It trans-
mits information between registered memberships. The growth
and development of information and communication technolo-
gies (ICTs) allowed the creation and existence of social net-
working (SN), through the Internet and by mobile handsets. It is
because "the Internet is more than a medium, it’s a new space for
communication, a new environment in which there are types of
communication like classic mass communication. In addition,
there are also interpersonal or cluster communication" (Rankov,
2006 [8]). As with many novelties, SN first became popular
among young people and scholars, simply as a way to main-
tain contacts and exchange information with fellow students,
colleagues, friends or like-minded individuals. Personal meet-
ings are still primary, paramount and important in interpersonal
relationships, but the virtual SN allows improving and accelerat-
ing the content and dimensions of these relationships. Research
has shown that social networks operate on many levels, from
families up to the whole society. SNs also play a critical role
in determining means of problems solutions, in organizational
development and present a new way for individuals to be suc-
cessful in achieving their goals.

2 Types of social networks and their odds
Creating various types of relationships, contacts and commu-

nications by using a SN is today a very popular way of spending
time, especially among young people. Fast Internet and mobile
connections are widely available, people with good computer
skills and number of mobile users daily increase. It means that
the information exchange facilitaties creating contacts and coop-
eration in various areas of life (hobbies, business, science, etc.)
can be implemented with relatively little effort. Technically so-
cial networks are "web-based services that allow individuals to
(1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded
system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share
a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections
and those made by others within the system" (Boyd – Ellison,
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2007 [1]). It means that besides written text and voices call
our interpersonal communication may also have additional mul-
timedia content such as video, video messages or large photo
albums with high quality photos. In spite of the fact, that regis-
tration in some SNs is allowed only for persons or organizations
that obtained an invitation from an actual member, the number
of memberships of all social networks has grown rapidly since
its launch. Social networking is popular mainly between young
generations.

In general SNs can be external SNs (open/public and avail-
able to all) or internal SNs (closed/available only to a private
community). We recognize by orientation:

– SNs serving more or less for leisure and entertainment. Regis-
tered users of these communities get a chance to add informa-
tion about themselves, contact other members of the commu-
nity, discuss and build a reputation. They can have different
references, share information privately and publicly, jollify
(online games, knowledge or personality tests), upload un-
limited photos and photo albums with comments. Also they
can share videos, send video messages, create blogs, organize
meetings, create a diary, or just to chat, etc. Also they can cre-
ate smaller specialised communities with common interests.
The best known generic social networks are e.g. Facebook,
Twitter, MySpace.com, Windows Live Spaces or hi5 etc. In
the Slovak Republic we have SN sites like unister.sk and mo-
jiznami.sk and in the Czech Republic SN sites spoluzaci.cz,
lide.cz and libimseti.cz.

– commercially and industrially oriented SNs, which are used
primarily for creating and establishing professional contacts.
They give a wide scope for professional discussions, to ex-
change ideas and to seek business opportunities. They cre-
ate a good tool for experts, who need business guidance or
searching for employees with specialized job skills. The most
popular of this kind of social networks are LinkedIn, XING
and Joblife. Also well known are SNs for groups of people
(employees) inside a company, organization or association.

The latest survey about social networking trends in Europe
made by comScore, Inc. studied the SN penetration among in-
ternet users of 16 European countries. Fig. 1 demonstrates re-
sults of this survey.

The survey was orientated to European Social Networking’s
Reach by Country and found out, that „of the 282.7 million Eu-
ropean Internet users of age 15 and older who went online via a
home or work computer in December 2008, 211 million visited
a social networking site – representing a penetration of 74.6 per-
cent “ (comScore, online [13]). While the highest level of SN’s
penetration was in the United Kingdom with 29,3 million visi-
tors (79,8%) the lowest SN reach was in Austria with 2,1 million
visitors (49,7 %)

3 The influence of social networking on enterprise’s
activities
The comparative advantage of social networking is real and

includes many areas of business environment. The most impor-
tant reason is that Internet knows no borders or distance and thus
the benefits of virtual communication are limited to the technol-
ogy and the time spent at the computer. The other main reasons
are that utilization of a SN save time and money, because most
SN sites and services are free and fast. Fig. 2 illustrated the
main areas of exploitation of social networking in business en-
vironment.

3.1 Marketing and advertisement
Social networking collects a group of people with similar in-

terests or communities of friends of certain age, education or
particular city, which can be targeted by offering goods, ser-
vices or ideas, and allows creating effective marketing tools for
the enterprise. Social networking sites can be used by merchan-
disers, by brands, by companies, by musicians and by all types
of organizations to create free information availability. Users
as fans can join other fans of particular goods and business ac-
tivities. This "fan club" can discuss and react to goods or ser-
vices. SNs make it possible to get customer feedback immedi-
ately, in near-real-time. In addition, members of the community
can share information and provide recommendations and posi-
tive assessments of their friends or friends located in the same
SN community. So the whole world can became our customer
and at the same time, “marketing activities” orientated to prod-
uct or service can be made by satisfied customers. This word-of–
mouth marketing is an easy and a cost-efficient form of promo-
tion. Moreover future SN’s investments can create possibilities
in introducing charge services, i.e. paid advertisement appear-
ing randomly, or according to a group’s theme or respectively
as a specific user’s request. A variety network’s statistics types
(demographics, popularity of various groups or communities)
already offer valuable and free information for marketing spe-
cialists about what their customers need, what their interest is,
etc. Some companies even invest in the development of software
for monitoring and analysis of SN context, which customers use
when writing on SNs sites. The aim of these activities is to use
this data and information for targeted advertising. By opinion
of experts (profit, online), the company should follow the next
steps:

– to group of product’s supporters

– to group of enterprise’s supporters,

– if they exist, to maintain contact with them,

– to include the largest SN’s sites in its marketing strategies,

– to monitor the ongoing news in this area one to obtain fast
feedback

– to learn about other interests of their supporters (customers).
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Fig. 1. SN category reach of country’s total internet audience (2008). Source: comScore, World Metrix

Fig. 2. Influence of social networking in business environment

Follow-up collection, sorting and evaluation of SN’s informa-
tion, i.e. definition of user ’s structure, demographics, age, net-
works, and other factors allow assessing the effectiveness adver-
tising campaigns based on the structure of the SN’s community.

3.2 Human resources – recruitment
Today many enterprises have specialists in human resources

(HR) that search for profiles in SN sites to recruit new col-
leagues. According to Robert Half International from a poll of
150 senior executives from the biggest US companies, nearly
2/3 of them will use social networking sites for their hiring ef-
forts. HR managers can create their own specific database of
specific contacts, because the networks make it possible to lo-
cate them directly (according to profiles, school attendance, ca-
pabilities, experiences, published works), or indirectly, through
recommendations (friends, colleagues, supervisors, trainers). If
the HR manager can not find a searched specialist, the networks
offer the possibility to write a blog (website). Than in blog’s
responses somebody can apply for the position or recommend

someone else. Currently the increasing numbers of existing and
hidden SN links have a greater potential than do traditional web-
sites (databases) of recruitment agencies or job portals. Another
advantage is that in some cases personal interviews may take
place in more comfortable atmosphere, because the participants
"had met" on the network. The other advantage of recruitment
on SN’s is that the Internet does not know borders. The only
restriction is dependant on different national legislation and reg-
ulations. To search profiles and to reach interesting candidates
is becoming commonplace, but it is still not used by many orga-
nizations. HR managers in general use SNs quickly and reason-
ably because their frequent job offers may also harass the poten-
tial employees. In the other case we can not forget that virtual
profiles do not replace personal job interviews because the per-
son behind the monitor may not be identical with declared can-
didate SN portrait. Nevertheless, according to american sociol-
ogist Mark Granovetter at Stanford University: "50 to 70 per-
cent of jobs employees obtain by using some kind of "network"-
then by using connections with people they previously worked
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or met with them". “ Individuals use social contacts and net-
works already in place, and need not invest in constructing them,
the cost is less than that of more formal search intermediaries“
(Granovetter, 2005 [5]). According to Mark Mehler from Ca-
reerXroads, a „person using social networking sites to get a job
chances increase from 1/500 to 1/35. “ (CareerXroads, 2009
[11])

3.3 Business opportunities
Social networks are great tools for interactive business. From

their advantages may benefit small and large firms for their fu-
ture expansion, or ordinary small entrepreneurs as registered
users. Built-in search services of SNs make it possible to search
commercial, industrial information and issues dealing with a
particular task. You can also search for specific companies and
firms from different industries and view user recommendations
and comments. Business opportunities can be worldwide or ori-
ented towards specialized customers’ needs. By identification
of conditions and needs, first-hand business activities can sub-
stitute „stone“shops and postal services, or to develop different
environmental projects, etc. Using SN enterprises can save time
and travel costs, which makes their logistics more flexible and
efficient. The amount of relevant information in the world is
growing exponentially and the levels of human knowledge are
changing rapidly. Although our own experiences are irreplace-
able, it is not conceivable that everyone could try everything.
Therefore we must also draw from other people’s experiences
and knowledge. Professional SNs are an ideal form for this type
of "education". Experts argue that "in an atmosphere encour-
aging new initiatives, individuals and teams can compare their
own current direction and the results of the commitments they
took, regardless of whether those existing in the plans or in the
form of a continuous dialogue on finding new business direc-
tions. (Vodák – Kucharčíková, 2007 [9]).

3.4 Corporate social networking
One form of social networking that is growing in popular-

ity is corporate level social networking. It is a network area,
where employees can form relationships with other employees
inside the enterprise, or with other people in the industry. It
is a new tool, which has made it nearly effortless to meet and
keep in touch with new people online in same profession or in
a profession where they have needs for advice or new knowl-
edge. SNs allow learning about people with diverse opinion and
having exposure to multiple points of view. Ultimately, this ex-
posure can help employees and employers to learn to look at
things from different angles, and be more tolerant of other peo-
ple’s opinions. “Some companies are already using internal so-
cial networks to create knowledge maps of their employee skill
sets and are combining them with unified communications to
enable rapid access. Using this model, employees can quickly
tap into organizational expertise as needed. These internal so-
cial networks will have great value as businesses become more

geographically distributed. Users will maintain rich profiles of
their own skills on internal websites and make themselves avail-
able to share their expertise as needed. “(Gillin, 2008 [4]) The
SN is also a perfect HR tool to obtain and check references and
build a reputation in a professional field. Networks offer ver-
bal references for ceo’s, trainers, supervisors and colleagues or
to confirm the authenticity of the graduation dates, work expe-
rience or reputation. Furthermore, an HR manager knows that
“the praise, or recognition of positive moment in employee’s
performance from the side of manager, increases always an ap-
petite and zest for work, a feeling of satisfaction from exerted
effort, and in this way, also increases a total mood for voluntary
harmonization of individual goals of employees and managers
with the goals and objectives of the organization.” (Blášková –
Grazulis, 2009, [2])

4 Discussion and the future of social networking
New innovations from new technologies, methods and op-

portunities can bring significant benefits to an enterprise. Also
with their nature and effects in production and services enable
communicatively and informatively faster connections of inter-
national markets and economies. (Kucharčiková et al., 2011 [7].
But not all influences are only positive and also besides bene-
fits there are existing outstanding problems too. In the case of
social networking we can find the following negative influences
and unsolved problems:

– How much time is it „effective“ to spend on social network-
ing?

– How much information is safe or desirable to give away about
yourself or another colleague?

– How does sort information according to quality, relevance and
authenticity?

– Can customer conversation replace marketing?

– How to avoid SN’s harassment? Is there good laws and leg-
islative protection?

– How to avoid a smear campaign? Is there good law and leg-
islative protection?

– How much SN time is personal?

– How strong is the privacy protection of users?

– How dangerous is the sharing through gossip and potential
abuse of the services?

Research and scholar studies in these areas which can give an-
swers to these questions and enable filtering out problem areas
will yield significant benefits.
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4.1 Future trends of social networking
With new technology we use new tools to satisfy ancient

needs and learn to use them with our limited cognitive capabili-
ties. Examples of these can be the information seeking, commu-
nicating and dependency/addiction functions of Internet use or
the differentiated use of different media. The increasing popu-
larity of social networking between users and advantages of new
mobile technologies are increasing pressure to create SN sites
based on concept of „to be in real time“ and „location based “.
Current Internet SN sites (i.e. MySpace or Facebook) are turn-
ing mobile and create mobile virtual communities using the mo-
bile phone for connection. Mobile SNs then create enormous
challenges and opportunities for new marketing and business
channels. ABI Research’s study “Location-based Mobile So-
cial Networking” offers insight into trends, social networking
features, drivers, barriers. It is includes detailed descriptions
of solutions and market players, with special focus on business
models. It also provides recommendations to all major players
and shipment and revenue forecasts per region and per location-
based social networking type. (ABIresearch, online). Following
Fig. 3 shows a mobile social networks value map published by
Matt Jansen on letstalk website.
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Fig. 3. Mobile social networks value map. Source: http://www.letstalk.com

5 Conclusion
The future question appears when the usage of social network

will reach its peak. Will SNs turn out to be a bubble similar to
the Internet bubble? The fact remains that social networks and
online technologies now altering the perception of how people
and managers perceive information and make decisions. They
allow individuals to build mutual trust, helping them to lead to
high-quality economic activities, leading to greater efficiencies
and competitiveness and eventually having capital embedded in
these communities. Groups of companies, produces a profit
„which is the basic motive of every business decision-making
criteria and can be the basis for economic interest of employ-
ees." (Ďurišová – Jacková, 2007 [3]). To exploit the potential of
social networks is a highly effective form of communication in
terms of labour in, business addicted and social activities can in-

fluence and guide successful economic development. We hope
that our article described here will help build a foundation for fu-
ture investigation of these and other important issues surround-
ing social network sites.
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